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Abstract Guest editor Reza Sarhangi introduces the papers in NNJ issue 18(1)

dedicated to Persian architecture and mathematics.
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Persians integrated, influenced and were influenced by many cultures, including

Greeks, Arabs, Turks, Mongols, Indians, and Chinese. Through centuries, they left

numerous marks on the civilizations and cultures in a large part of the world that

encompasses modern day Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Armenia, much of Central

Asia, and India.

Some marks to mention—which are the central focus of this issue—are

architecture and mosaic designs, and their related mathematics. Most scholars of the

field believe that the tradition of geometric mosaic design was shaped during the

establishment of Baghdad as the intellectual center of the time (eighth to ninth

centuries). Nevertheless, this tradition is rooted in the pre-Islamic imperial Persian

artistic tradition, the patterning and interlacing of ancient Roman mosaics, Syrian

art and culture, and the Coptic tradition of ancient Egypt.

In a vast area of the East, many medieval buildings adorned by sophisticated

geometric patterns, demonstrate the devotion of the Persian craftsmen to the growth

of the geometric design language. The inclusions of other artistic expressions, such

as miniature and tazhib in tiling designs used for elaborate structures erected during
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the Safavid dynasty (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries), completed a process that is

known today as the Persian Traditional Mosaic Design.

Persian architectural elements are in harmony with their mosaic designs; together

they create a unique class of structures that inspire educators as well as practitioners

of modern time. This issue of the Nexus Network Journal consists of nine research

articles authored by educators and practitioners in this field, and one conference

report. The goal is to make evident the following: (1) many surviving architectural

structures from the past provide rich resources for today’s designers and

mathematicians to analyze and reconstruct their elements and patterns; (2) many

architects, mathematicians, and computer scientists are creating building designs or

sculptures as artistic expressions or mathematical models used in educational fields.

They may use today’s operating systems and technology but their works are heavily

influenced by Persian traditional architectural designs.

In this context I use the term ‘‘Persian mosaic design and architecture’’ to denote

the work that is produced in the Iranian plateau, a formation in Western Asia and

Central Asia. This vast region is a part of Asia located between the Arabian and

Indian plates, and includes the historical territories of Parthia, Media, Persis, and

some recently lost lands.

The first article, ‘‘Modularity and Hierarchy in Persian Geometric Ornament’’, is

authored by Peter R. Cromwell, University of Liverpool, UK. He surveys many

2-level mosaic patterns from Iran and Central Asia and presents a range of methods

that can be used to explain the constructions of these mosaic patterns. He claims that

comparative analysis based on style and complexity shows that the Topkapi Scroll

and a pattern from Yazd may both be later than previously thought. Moreover, he

shows that a tympanum pattern in the Darb-i Imam in Isfahan is constructed by

filling compartments and not by subdividing modules, as has been previously

suggested. He then states that none of the medieval patterns in the catalogue is

quasiperiodic.

The next article, ‘‘The Historical Significance of the Geometric Designs in the

Northeast Dome Chamber of the Friday Mosque at Isfahan’’, is authored by one of

the international figures in Eastern art, Jay Bonner. He indicates that surviving

architectural monuments are the main source for understanding the historical

development of geometric designs. He believes that the eastern regions of Khurasan

and eastern Persia establish the Samanids, Qarakhanids, Ghaznavids, Ghurids and

Seljuks as the principal innovative contributors in the development of the geometric

ornamental designs. However, he then concludes that ‘‘no individual monument

surpasses the historical importance of the northeast dome chamber of the Friday

Mosque at Isfahan (1088–1989)’’. The structure has been recognized as one of the

masterpieces of brickwork architecture. Nevertheless, ‘‘this mosque is also

significant in the wide range of geometric designs employed within its ornamental

schema—many of which are the earliest known examples of their geometric

variety’’.

Hooman Koliji, an Architecture and Design Research professor in the University

of Maryland, Architecture, Planning, and Historic Preservation Department, has

created the next article of the collection: ‘‘Modes of Design Thinking in Pre-Modern

Central Asia Architecture: Gazing Geometries’’. His article focusses on geometric
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design thinking in Persian architecture that is documented in surviving historical

illustrations and texts. He suggests that ‘‘collectively, these drawings present three

modes of design thinking, and suggest envisioning architecture through plan

drawings, revetment ornamentations, and reflecting ceiling plans’’. The paper

examines these distinct modes of geometric drawings and explores the capacity that

each of the illustrations provides for a design.

Francesco Gherardini and Francesco Leali from the Universita degli Studi di

Modena e Reggio Emilia Modena, Italy, have authored the next article of this set,

‘‘A Framework for 3D Pattern Analysis and Reconstruction of Persian Architectural

Elements’’. Their aim is to establish a connection between the Persian architectural

elements and 3D geometry, in order to complete their schematic 2D representation.

They propose a framework for reconstructing 3D geometry from low resolution

images by integrating photogrammetry, reverse engineering and CAD tools. They

add ‘‘the shapes of 3D elements, their spatial positions and their relative proportions

can be determined and analyzed in a CAD environment’’. They then examine the

infrastructure on the muqarnas, in order to study and analyze its modular design and

hierarchy of elements. For their case study they consider the entrance iwan of the

Shah Mosque in Isfahan.

The succeeding article, ‘‘A Stately Example of Kārbandi at Bagh-e Dolat Abad in

Yazd’’ is by Vincenza Garofalo, a researcher at the Universita degli Studi di

Palermo Palermo, Italy. The account analyzes the kārbandi of the Hashti pavilion at

Bagh-e-Dolat Abad (Dolat Abad Garden) in Yazd. The author explains that

‘‘Kārbandi is a spatial system obtained by the projection onto a curved surface of a

star drawing. It is characterized by an obsessive use of geometry and mathematics as

expressions of higher harmony’’. The kārbandi of the octagonal entrance hall of the

Hashti pavilion consists of a detailed awning that, at the inner curve of the arches,

exhibits crossed dome patterns with raised band structure. The study includes

graphical analysis, module and proportions of Hashti pavilion.

Niloufar Emami and Harry Giles from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

USA, are the authors of the next article, ‘‘Geometric Patterns, Light and Shade:

Quantifying Aperture Ratio and Pattern Resolution in the Performance of Shading

Screens’’. They describe the traditional area of research in Persian patterns as a field

that is mostly concentrated on categorizing rules of constructions and manipulations

of geometric units and their aggregation. Then they add ‘‘the significance of this

research paper is its focus on the application and performance assessment of these

geometric patterns, and how representation of one same pattern can be varied from

one application field to the other’’. They study the application of geometric patterns

to three-dimensional shading screens and how these patterns ‘‘can be a strong design

agency, an environmental control system and a cultural element’’.

‘‘Persian Variations’’ is an article by Jean-Marc Castera, a Parisian scholar in

Eastern art of tiling, and the co-author of the well-known book, Arabesques:

Decorative Art in Morocco. He presents many tiling patterns that appear to be very

different from each other but are in fact variations of the same model. He shows two

families of pentagonal tiling patterns with three kind of variations, and give some

suggestions as to how to analyse these patterns and create in this style. Moreover, he

finds new relationships between these two families of pentagonal patterns. He then
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concludes the article with comments on some examples that he has taken from

traditional architecture in Iran, and which infer a self-similar system for pattern with

interlaces from a 2-level tiling in Isfahan.

The next article, ‘‘An Analytical Study of the Methods of Design and Geometric

Constructions in Architectural Ornaments of the Friday Mosque of Forumad’’ is by

Mahsa Kharazmi, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany, and Reza Sarhangi, Towson

University, Maryland, USA. The Friday mosque of Forumad is one of the three

major examples of two-iwan mosques in the province of Khurasan, and exhibits the

use of abundant pattern designs and the application of glazed brick in medieval

Persian structures. The construction is decorated with vegetal and geometric

patterns in stucco, brickwork with glazed brick, and muqarnas. The authors mention

‘‘these features make this mosque a prototype for studying the history of

architectural ornaments and geometric patterns in Persian mosques’’. Their research

proposes approaches for portraying the geometric constructions of the architectural

ornaments in this building.

The final research article in this collection is ‘‘Girih for Domes: Analysis of

Three Iranian Domes’’ authored by Mohammad Hossein Kasraei, Yahya Nourian,

and Mohammadjavad Mahdavinejad. The article demonstrates how a girih can be

embedded on a curved surface according to its curvature. For this, they use ‘‘Dast-

Gardan’’ pattern method, enabling the designer to use diverse types of star polygons

in one pattern depending on the curvature of surface. The result shows that there is a

relationship between the number of points of star polygons and the changing of the

dome curvature.

The issue concludes with a report of the most recent Bridges conference, written

by Kristóf Fenyvesi of the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. Entitled ‘‘Bridges

Baltimore 2015: Charmed by Mathematics in Charm City’’, the report captures the

spirit and energy of the annual conference devoted to mathematics, music, art,

architecture, education, culture.

I would like to thank all the authors for their careful work to create a set of

compelling articles. A diverse group of reviewers from around the world reviewed

the articles rigorously. I cannot thank them enough in this regard. I am grateful to

NNJ co-editor-in-chief Kim Williams for giving me this opportunity to edit this

special issue. Without her advice and continuous support it would have been

impossible for me to complete this task.

About the cover art for this issue

‘‘DahPar I’’ (September 2011) by Reza Sarhangi is an artwork based on a design in

the class of Decagram Interlocking Star Polygons. The common element for the

course of study in this class is a special ten-pointed star polygon. This special

concave polygon, which is called a decagram for convenience, is the dominant

geometric shape of a series of polyhedral tessellations that all consist of the same

common motifs. The decagram can be created through the rotation of two

concentric congruent regular pentagons with a radial distance of 36� from each

others’ central angles. However, to create a decagram-based interlocking pattern, a
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craftsman-mathematician needs to take careful steps to locate a fundamental region.

The rectangular-shaped fundamental regions, which are constructed using radial

grids, have different proportions for their dimensions.

Fig. 1 ‘‘DahPar I’’ by Reza Sarhangi
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